
Does Highlighting Actually 
Help?



Introductions/Research

Have you ever wondered if highlighting is just wasting your 
time? I believe that highlighting will help considering how it 
stands out more. As I did my research I found that color did 
help improve memory which led me to form my hypothesis 
that highlighting would help better.



Research Continued

While continuing my research I also found two projects similar to mine that helped me form my 
hypothesis  and here’s what they were and what their results showed. The first project was 
according to sites at Penn State, “  The study involved a total of 184 students who participated in 
Psychology courses. The students were randomly distributed to either highlighting or 
non-highlighting groups and were given the same reading. Questions related to the reading were 
given after the reading. The study came up with the conclusion that highlighting notes can be 
beneficial under some conditions, especially when there are massive contents needed to be 
studied in a short period of time.” The second project was According to myth busters, “ their 
experiment said while highlighting may help if done well most studies found no benefit of 
highlighting over reading some articles saying so. They also said that Fowler and Barker (1974) 
found that the more text subjects highlighted the worse their test performance, and that highlighting 
may even hurt students’ ability to make inferences about the text. The experiment followed these 
steps 1) read and highlighted during first session, reviewed a clean copy one week later, and then 
took a test 2 months later, 2) read and highlighted during first session, reviewed their highlighted 
version one week later, and then took a test 2 months later, or 3) read during first session, 
reviewed a clean copy one week later, and then took a test 2 months later. The multiple choice test 
had questions about facts from the text and questions that required inferences. 



Statement of the Problem 

The problem that I am testing is: Does highlighting help you 
remember more and better? I wanted to do this experiment because I 
would like to help others that may or may not have known the results 
of my experiment, and I was also just intrigued in this experiment 
myself. I believe my experiment will help others out with their studies 
and how they perform on tests, quizzes,notes etc. 

Question/Problem

In this experiment I tested whether highlighting phrases 
encourages memory retention more than when the phrases are not 
highlighted.



Hypothesis/Predictions
I hypothesize that highlighting will help people remember and understand things better. I 
hypothesize this because according to LEAFtv they said that “Scientific testing has found 
that certain colors are more stimulating, which enhances memory.”Which leads me to 
believe my participants will remember the highlighted parts best.

Variables
● Independent- highlighting 
● Dependent-  number of questions right based on highlighted parts 
● Control- the article and questions 



Materials

● Logbook
● 1 pink  Sharpie highlighter
● Article of my  choice
● 1 Brother printer
● Chromebook google docs 
● Apple laptop
● Google timer
● 1 Sharpie red pen
● Middle school classes

 I used my logbook to chart everything I used and had done 
in my experiment. I used the pink sharpie highlighter to 
highlight the article of my choice, and the red sharpie pen to 
grade them. I had used the Brother printer to print out the 
articles and questions which I created on my chromebook 
google doc. Lastly, I used the Apple laptop google timer so 
that I could time my sample size on the test and questions. 



Procedures

1. First, I  collect a sample size of people to test on.
2. Second, I found an article that I liked to test my sample size on and print it out.
3. Third, I  highlighted some parts of the article with my choice of highlighter
4. Fourth, I made a questionnaire based off of the article and some of the 

highlighted parts.
5. Now, I had my sample size read the article and set a time limit for six minutes to 

read and look over the article.
6.  Next, I gave them six minutes to take the quiz relating to the article.
7. Then, calculated my results and saw if they got more highlighted or non 

highlighted right.
8. Now, I put all of my information into my logbook.



Results and Data

The experiment produced results. They are as follows. The 
results for this experiment showed that after averaging my 76 
trials it proved that highlighting helped people  remember 
better with an average of 3.9 correct, whereas the non 
highlighted parts only got 1.7 correct. After averaging the 
data of my test results it also showed that female 
remembered more of the questions rather than the male. 



Results: Data Table



Results: Data Graph



Conclusion

The results of this experiment show that my hypothesis was supported. 
My experiment was successful because I was able to find out my objective by 
doing my experiment to find that highlighting did help. My experiment was 
also successful because I was able to collect a large enough sample size in 
order to collect enough data to help prove the outcome. This experiment 
proved that highlighting did help better than not highlighting. Some things I 
could do differently in this experiment  is test a different age group of 
participants instead of just middle school, testing different articles rather than 
just doing the same article every time, and by using other color highlighters 
rather than just pink to test if other colors help you better. 



Implications and Ideas for Future Research

Some things I could do differently in this experiment  is test a 
different age group of participants instead of just middle school, 
testing different articles rather than just doing the same article 
every time, and by using other color highlighters rather than just 
pink to test if other colors help you better.
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